
ASL AND TECHNOLOGY 



COMMUNICATION AND 
LITERACY
❑Mum to 16 year old with Angelman 
syndrome.
❑Formally a Biomedical Scientist, 
Training Manager in Microbiology.
❑Now an entrepreneur, a business 
owner, a communication consultant, 
teacher of literacy, behaviour expert 
and life coach. 



3 GIRLS, 3 DIAGNOSES, 3 
DIVERGENT PATHWAYS?



WHO IS LEIA?



ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

PODD book TD Snap 
PODD Laptop Phone

iPad Echo Show Alphabet 
Resources

Core Word 
Lists

Language 
Displays Talking Mats Post-it 

Notes
Circular 
writing



COMMUNICATION
❑Very good non-verbal 
communication, including 
universally understood yes/no.
❑Makes up her own signs we 
have a video of different signs 
and page in talker for the signs 
that are the same.
❑ Mostly uses talker at home. Did 
only use it people who modelled 
but now less stringent.



REGULATION 
SUPPORTS Talker

Weighted Blanket

Animals

Humour

People



HELP PAGES













LITERACY
❑She was stuck at transitional for 
a long time.
❑Introduced more supports for 
writing, core word lists, flip chart.
❑Online literacy
❑Circular spelling
❑Mind maps
❑More independence and 
spelling

Understand most of the letters most 
of the time? 
Engage actively during shared 
reading?
Have a means of communication and 
interaction?
Understand that writing involves 
letters and words?







LITERACY – HOW 
DID WE END UP 
HERE?
10/11 before I learned anything about 
literacy
Has not had comprehensive literacy 
instruction
She needed buy in and to believe she was 
a writer
Potential dyslexia?
Still problem solving
Not enough independent practice of 
spelling



WHO IS ROMI?
❑16 year old
❑Music and book lover
❑Sassy, determined and fun-loving
❑Interested in humanities and social 
sciences with a strong interest in 
politics
❑Rett syndrome



ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

PODD book Super Core 
50 Eyegaze

E-Tran 
Alphabet

Core Word 
Lists

Language 
Displays

Talking 
Mats

Post-it 
Notes



COMMUNICATION

Looks towards for yes and away 
for no.
Has eye-gaze with Super Core 50 
but struggles due to autonomic 
movement disorder.
Often spells every word.
New 80 per page Colour-Coded 
PODD book.  



REGULATION SUPPORTS

WEIGHTED 
BLANKET

LEG STRAPS MUSIC BOOKS



LITERACY

Started school year doing letters 
and now completing work that is 
National 4 level. 
Spells using E-tran frame.
Uses choices for comprehension 
work.
Speeding up process, increasing 
independence, ensure she doesn’t 
go backwards.









LITERACY – HOW DID WE END 
UP HERE?
❑Great love of books and learning
❑An excellent teacher for three years 
in a row
❑Online literacy teacher spoke to 
school
❑Someone from Rett UK spoke to 
school and explained the videos
❑Teacher understood and ran with the 
idea



WHO IS FREYA?
❑17 year old
❑Animation enthusiast
❑Loving, funny and independent 
❑Horticulturist and scientist
❑Autistic



ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

PODD book TD Snap 
PODD Laptop Phone

iPad Pens/pencils Talking Mats Blackboard 

Post-it 
Notes



MULTIMODAL 
COMMUNICATION
❑Some speech, often repeated 
phrases but very powerful 
meaning.
❑Has some negative 
connections with PODD and 
doesn’t use it regularly with 
family.
❑ Very isolated so has limited 
number of communication 
partners.



REGULATION SUPPORTS
Hugs

Swaying

iPad/familiar animations

Fleece blanket and cushion

Music

Routines



LITERACY

❑Excellent speller
❑Very functional use
❑Struggles with idea 

generation
❑Gone back to emergent 

literacy

Understand most of the letters most of the 
time? 
Engage actively during shared reading?
Have a means of communication and 
interaction?
Understand that writing involves letters and 
words?







LITERACY – HOW DID WE END 
UP HERE?

❑Learned to spell via rote learning
❑Had a receptive language 
problem
❑School didn’t see her capabilities
❑Has not had comprehensive 
literacy instruction
❑Ended up too distressed to 
attend school and ended up 
leaving early
❑Work on idea generation.



3 GIRLS, 3 STORIES, 3 SOLUTIONS

Robust AAC Comprehensive Literacy People who believed



WHERE TO CONTACT ME
❑Email traceycampbellact@gmail.com
❑Website 
www.traceycampbellact.com
❑Facebook Tracey Campbell ACT
❑Twitter @TrAACeyc
❑LinkedIn Tracey Campbell
❑Instagram tracey.campbell.5688

mailto:traceycampbellact@gmail.com
http://www.traceycampbellact.com/

